
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

User Manual 
 

Clinivid is a secure and mobile communication platform for Australian registered health practitioners that 
allows them to share clinical information with each other anytime from anywhere. 

 
Let’s start to explore Clinivid. 
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Product information 
Clinivid is a medical software developed in Australia exclusively         
distributed by InfoMedix Pty Ltd (A.C.N. 093 160 653). 

Clinivid is available on the Clinivid App, which is available on the Apple             
App Store. 

Clinivid App for iOS 

● Category: Medical 
● Language: English 
● Seller: InfoMedix Pty Ltd 
● Frequent/Intense Medical/Treatment Information 
● Requires iOS 11.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone, iPad and          

iPod touch. 
 
Clinivid App for Android  
 

● Category: Medical  
● Language: English  
● Seller: InfoMedix Pty Ltd 
● Frequent/Intense Medical/Treatment Information  
● Compatibility: Requires Android 4.4 and up 

Referencing documents 
This user manual should be read together with the Privacy Policy and            
Terms of Service that apply to users, which can be found on our website              
clinivid.com.au.  

Eligibility 
Clinivid is a communication platform that can be used by any health            
practitioner who is registered with the Australian Health Practitioner         
Regulation Agency (AHPRA). 
 

What is Clinivid? 
Clinivid is a secure platform that enables Australian health providers to           
share clinical information both with other Clinivid users as well as any            
other clinicians via the Clinivid app, Clinivid Webapp, or if integrated,           
from their Electronic Medical Records. Clinivid was developed to give          
clinicians a secure, privacy compliant and mobile alternative to share          
clinical information with each other, independent of where they work or           
when the information is needed.  

Clinivid has been developed by a team of industry experts and clinicians            
to fit into the workflows of most clinicians who work across different            
hospitals and facilities, requiring 24/7 access to relevant patient data and           
direct access to other clinicians for second opinion, treatment and care           
coordination or urgent and after hours’ decisions. 

Data security 

Clinivid uses industry best practice to ensure a high level of data integrity             
and security. Information is encrypted, which means it can only be           
accessed by the clinicians sending and receiving a case. Information is           
transmitted securely and stored in an Amazon Web Service (AWS) data           
center within Australia. Data flows remain within Australia at all times. 

Data Retention 
Any information exchanged as a Clinivid case is encrypted and only accessible to the sender and recipient(s). For                  
personal users, cases will be stored for 30 days after the last activity. For enterprise users, cases are archived and                    
long-term stored in the relevant Electronic Medical Record.  
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If you wish to integrate Clinivid with your existing Electronic Medical Records software, please contact Clinivid to                 
inquire about our enterprise options.  

Privacy 

Protecting personal and sensitive patient data is very important. Clinivid is           
compliant with Australian privacy legislation and has undertaken a full          
Privacy Impact Assessment, including an independent legal review. 

What information can be exchanged? 

Clinivid enables clinicians to share videos, images, pdf files and text. For            
example, videos of critical or complex imaging results can be sent to the             
treating clinicians to provide access to the relevant findings without delay.           
Clinivid supports a broad range of use cases, including:  

● Inner-hospital care coordination; 
● Emergency care coordination; 
● Secure sharing of medical images, for example in relation to          

burns, skin conditions, wound care etc.;  
● Facilitating multi-disciplinary team discussions;  
● Simple and fast second opinions;  
● After-hour clinical communication. 

 

How does Clinivid work? 

The user manual contains two sections: the first section explains the 
use of the Clinivid mobile apps for iOS and Android mobile phones. 
The second section describes the use of the Clinivid WebApp. Once 
a user is registered, their account is automatically set up for both mobile app and WebApp use. Clinivid is 
fully synchronised across devices to make it convenient for users to access their Clinivid communications 
on their preferred device at the time. 
 

Clinivid Mobile App for iOS and Android 

Register an account from the app  
 
You can access Clinivid by downloading the Clinivid app from the Apple App store or Google Play (free). Once the app                     
has been successfully installed on your phone, open the App. Click on the ‘Create an account’ button on the splash                    
screen. 

1. Confirm you are a registered health practitioner and enter your profession followed by your AHPRA               
registration number. If you don’t have your AHPRA number available, follow the link provided to look it up.                  
Click ‘Next’. 

2. Provide your email and select a password with at least 8 characters. These will be your login details. Click                   
the hollow circle to accept the terms and conditions and privacy policy. Click ‘Next’. 

3. Provide your details. Last name, first name and mobile number are mandatory.  
4. Select a 4-digit PIN. You can use this PIN to access the Clinivid app. (See also -> Access via TouchID).  
5. The app will ask for your permission to send notifications to alert you of new cases or messages sent to you. 
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    Step 1     Step 2    Step 3 
 

Fig: Registration Process 
 
Your account is now set up. You will receive an SMS asking you to validate your mobile number. You will also receive                      
a validation email to the email address you used to register. Once your account is fully validated, you will be able to                      
use Clinivid.  

Accessing Clinivid  
 
Clinivid can be accessed through the Clinivid App. 

Access via TouchID (fingerprint) 
You can access the App by using Touch ID (if enabled on your phone), which               
is automatically detected. To enable TouchID, on your iOS device, go to            
Settings -> Touch ID & Passcode. For Android devices, please check the            
local settings of your device.  

Access via FaceID (facial recognition - for iOS device only) 
You can access the App by using Fac ID (if enabled on your phone), which is                
automatically detected. To enable face ID, on your phone, go to Settings ->             
Face ID & Passcode.  

Access via PIN 
If you are not using Fingerprint, TouchID or FaceID, you are asked to enter              
your PIN. You have three attempts to enter the correct PIN, after that, you              
will be asked to enter your username (email used for registration) and            
password. (-> Reset your PIN) to access the app. 

Reset your PIN 
You can reset your PIN anytime by selecting ‘Reset PIN’ on the            
‘Authenticate’ page. Alternatively, you can go to the profile tab inside the            
app and logout. The next time you open the App, enter your username             
(email used for registration) and password and then select a new PIN.  

Reset your password 
To reset your password:  

● open the Clinivid app 
● navigate into profile 
● select “Edit” on the top right corner 
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● scroll to the bottom of the edit profile page 
● click “Change Password” 

Alternatively: 

● Cancel TouchID / FaceID / Fingerprint and you will be redirected to PIN page  
● select “Reset PIN”  - you will be redirected to the Login Screen 
● On the Login Screen, select “Forgot Password” and follow the prompts. 

You will be redirected to Clinivid’s forgot password page and asked to enter your username (email you used for your                    
registration). Click ‘Submit’ and check your email to set up the new password.  

Contacts 
 
To send information to other clinicians, their contact must be added to your 
Clinivid contacts.  

● Open the Clinivid App.  
● Press the ‘Contacts’ icon in the footer.  
● You can see all your Clinivid contacts, ordered alphabetically by last 

name.  
 
Your contacts are separated into different tabs, depending on the 
organisation/profile they belong  to. You can search for a specific contact (-> 
Search Contacts). 
 
For enterprise users, the contacts of other authorised contacts in your hospital or 
practice (organisation) are automatically added to your Clinivid contacts. To 
access them, click on ‘contacts’ in the footer and select the desired tab. To add, 
edit, and remove contacts on the list, contact your Enterprise Administrators. The 
enterprise directory may include other staff members, as well as eligible external 
contacts.  
 
For personal users, you can add your personal clinical contact to the Clinivid app 
(-> Adding a contact).  
 
When you receive a case from another Clinivid user, their contact details will             
automatically be added to your personal contact list. Similarly, when you send a             
case to another connected user, your details will be added to their personal             
contact list. 

Clinivid users with the app installed, will receive push notifications for new cases and messages (-> Notifications). 

As a Clinivid user, you have the ability to send cases to multiple users (-> Send to multiple users) and to respond to                       
cases (-> Other Contacts). 

Other Contacts (non-registered Clinivid users) 
You can send information to any eligible clinician (-> Eligibility, -> Send to multiple recipients), whether they are a                   
registered Clinivid user or not. If they are not registered Clinivid users, their details appear on your contact list with a                     
grey circle in front of their name. 

When you send a case to non-registered Clinivid users, they receive a notification via SMS with a unique link. On                    
clicking the link, the recipient is asked to verify their surname before being able to view the case that you sent to                      
them. Non-registered Clinivid users are not able to respond to you (unless they register a free account).                 
Non-registered -Clinivid contacts cannot send you cases.  

Please note that the invitation to view a case by a non-registered Clinivid expires after three attempts or 48 hours.  

Adding a Contact 
Open the Clinivid App. Press on the ‘Contacts’ icon in the footer. You will see all your Clinivid contacts, ordered                    
alphabetically by surname. 

To add a new contact, click the ‘+ New Contact’ button. 

You can add a contact in three ways: 

1. Add a contact from your phonebook 
 

a. Click on ‘Search my phone’s contacts’. Choose the relevant clinician contact.  
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i. If the person is an existing Clinivid user, it will ask you to ‘Connect’. 
 

ii. If the person is not a Clinivid user, you will be asked to             
confirm their last name to save the contact. 

  

2. Add a contact with a mobile number 
 

a. Enter your contact’s mobile number. Press ‘Add’  
 

i. Where the mobile number belongs to an existing Clinivid         
user, their details are displayed and you will be asked to           
‘Connect’. 

 
ii. If the person is not a Clinivid user, enter their personal           

details. The last name is mandatory for verification        
purposes. Press ‘Next’ and the contact appears on your         
contact list. 

3. Add a contact with an email address 
 

a. Enter your contact’s email address. Press ‘Add’  
 

i. Where the email address belongs to an existing Clinivid         
user, their details are displayed and you will be asked to           
‘Connect’. 

 
ii. If the person is not a Clinivid user, enter their personal details.            

The last name is mandatory for verification purposes. Press         
‘Next’ and the contact appears on your contact list. 

Edit a contact 
Generally, you cannot edit the details of other Clinivid users (those contacts that have a green circle in front of their                     
name). You can view the information they have provided themselves and they can edit their own details. 
 
For non-Clinivid users, you can delete their details. Click on the relevant contact, select ‘Delete’ on the top right,                   
make the changes required and press ‘Save’. 

Search for a contact 
In your contacts page, you can search for a specific contact within your profile by entering either their first or last                     
name into the search bar at the top of the page. Make sure you are searching in the correct contact tab. 

Delete a contact 
You can delete any contact from your contact list. Slide left on the contact you wish to delete and click the                     

icon.  
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Create a group 
You can create a group in your personal profile by clicking the ‘+ New Group’ button at the top of the contact list. 
Enter the group name and select all the participants. Group functionality makes it easy for case creators to include 
recipients. There are no restrictions on the size of the group. 
 
Groups in enterprise contacts are created by the Enterprise Administrator.  

User Profile 
Your profile lists your account details, except your password or PIN. Please note that your profile information is                  
visible to other connected Clinivid users. 

To access your profile, click on the profile icon in the footer. You can edit your details by clicking “Edit” on the top                       
right of the page. All information except for your last name, email and mobile number, can be changed, and hit                    
‘Save’. To change your email or mobile number, please contact support@clinivid.com.au. 

Viewing and changing your Role(s)  

Every AHPRA registered practitioner has a personal account related to their email address. If you are an enterprise                  
user and your Enterprise Administrator has not provided your registration details, no personal account will be                
available. In this case, you can use your enterprise Clinivid account as long as you are an approved member of this                     
enterprise.  

To view your current role, in the profile tab, swipe across your accounts which are displayed underneath your mobile                   
number. To activate a different profile, click the desired profile and press “Set as active profile”. In your personal                   
profile (practice of…), you have the freedom to send messages, add and delete contacts in that profile.  

In your enterprise profile, you will have an additional profile(s). In such a profile(s), you will be able to send cases to                      
other members in the same enterprise and, depending on enterprise permissions, you may also view and can send to                   
external contacts based on the directory provided by your enterprise. 

Setting your Availability 
You can control when users can send you information, by setting your availability. 

Go to your Profile (-> User Profile). Press ‘Manage’ to edit your availability. You have three options: 

1. ‘Available’: This means contacts can send you cases and messages and you will receive notifications. 
 

2. ‘Unavailable until’ + Time + Date: this means contacts cannot send you cases and messages until the 
selected time and date. This can be set for up to a maximum of 31 days. 
 

3. ‘Unavailable for’ + Day, Hours,     
Minutes: This means contacts    
cannot send you cases or     
messages for a selected period.     
You will not receive any     
notifications. The maximum   
duration you can choose to be      
unavailable is 31 days. 

 

Once you have selected your availability,      
press ‘Save’. Your status will change to       
‘Available’ automatically once the    
unavailable period has expired. 
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Cases 

Sending and responding to cases  
(-> Data Retention) 

Inbox  
When you log into the app, you see your inbox. Your inbox lists all your communications with other clinicians. Cases                    
are ordered chronologically based on the last activity, starting with the most recent activity on top. 

 

  

 

 

The top line of the case displays the recipients in the case, which will allow users to differentiate cases in their inbox.  

The second line of the case displays the subject of the case, or where no subject was provided, it states patient                     
information. 

The third line shows the patient’s name (where entered) to uniquely identify the case. As entering patient details is                   
optional, some cases might be sent in a de-identified manner. 

The fourth line displays the tags (if present). Tags are useful to help identify and search for cases in a timely manner. 

The fifth line displays the number of tags (if any) and shows the cases reading receipt i.e. how many clinicians have                     
read the case. 

On the right side of the reading receipt see the priority – either ‘High’ priority or ‘Urgent’. When the sender does not                      
assign a priority, this is set to ‘Normal’ and is not displayed. 

On the top right corner there can be a draft icon representing that the case is still a draft. Or a notification badge,                       
showing that there are unread messages in the case. 

In the bottom right corner, the time of the last activity is displayed. To view the exact time stamps of the discussion                      
please select the case. All chat activities are time stamped with day and time (-> Data Retention). 

Creating a case 
 
You can create a case by  

● clicking on the relevant contact in your contact list and select the ‘Create a case’ button or  

● pressing the  button on the top right corner of your case list.  
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Creating a case by:  

1. Select the profile 
2. Selecting the recipient(s) 
3. Adding patient details (optional)  
4. Adding case title (optional) 
5. Selecting a priority- ‘High’/ ‘Urgent’ (optional). Default is ‘Normal’ 
6. Adding videos and/or images (optional) 
7. Adding message for this case (optional)  

 
 

1. Select the profile 

The case will be created from the current profile that is active. This means you will only be able to send a case to                        
contacts that are authorised for this profile. If you wish to change your profile, simply click on the ‘Sending from…’                     
entry at the top  and select your preferred profile. Press ‘done’ to save the option. 

2. Select the recipient(s) 

Clicking on “To” will open up a list of contacts where you can select the recipient(s) of the case. If you are unable to                        
find the desired recipients, you may want to change your profile by clicking “Sending from” and choosing the correct                   
profile, at the top of the case creation page.  

Case creators can: 

a. Send to one recipient: You can send a case to just one recipient.  
b. Send to Multiple Recipients / Groups: You can also send a case to more than one person from your                   

contact list or select a group  
c. Send to yourself: you can initially create a case to send to yourself and later; add recipients once the case                    

has been created 
 

3. Add patient details 

Once you have added the recipient(s), you can enter the patient’s details by expanding the ‘Details’ section. If the                   
patient exists on your linked Electronic Medical Records system (only for enterprise users), you can search the patient                  
and include them into the case. The patient’s details will be shown.. Otherwise, you can create a new patient and                    
manually enter the details.  

To manually enter patient details, click the patient entry box and fill in the patient details form. Alternatively, you can                    
skip this step if you wish to send a case in a de-identified manner, or you can add a non-identifiable reference to                      
differentiate the case without providing patient details.  

Please remember, to add patient details and ensure that you have the patient’s consent to share this information,                  
otherwise skip this step. 

4. Add case title 

You can also add a subject line, which will appear as the title of the case in the inbox. 

5. Assign a priority 

You have the option to assign a priority – ‘High’/ ‘Urgent’ - to the case. To do so, just click on the relevant field, a list                          
will pop up at the bottom of the screen and select the desired priority..By default, priority is set to ‘Normal’. 

Please note that different priorities trigger notification protocols appropriate to the priority you have selected. 

● Urgent cases: recipient(s) get multiple reminders in the first two hours after sending the case until they                 
read the message. Notifications are delivered as push notifications; SMS notifications; email notifications             
(to Clinivid users only). If after two hours the case remains unread, the sender receives a push notification                  
alerting them to take other action. 

● High priority cases: recipient(s) get multiple reminders in the first six hours after sending the case until they                  
read the message. Notifications are delivered as push notifications; SMS notifications.  

● Normal: recipient(s) will receive a reminder after 12 and 24 hours. 

 

6. Add images, videos, files 

Once you have selected the recipient(s), you can either take a picture or video of relevant patient’s results and                   
information with your commentary.  
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● To add a media file, press the “+” icon at the bottom right of the page, and select from the following                     
options: 

 

There is no set limit for the length of video or number of pictures that can be sent, however, if using a mobile                       
network, consider carrier charges for data transmission. It is recommended to keep the length of video to less than                   
two minutes. 

When you have finished recording your video or adding your picture/document, select ‘Use It’. That video/image will                 
appear as a thumbnail. You can click the respective thumbnail of the media to view/delete it. 

 

7. Include a message 

Finally, include an initial message into the case, this step is optional and can include messages after the case has been                     
created. 

 

‘Send’, ‘Save’, or ‘Delete’ a case 

At any point of time, you have three options – ‘Send’, ‘Save’, or ‘Delete’ the case. 

‘Send’ a Case -  

You can send the case by pressing . You will be asked to confirm that you wish to share patient information with                      
the recipient, in order to send the case. If you send a long video, a pop up message asks you to keep the screen open                         
until saved, this is to bundle the case before uploading. 

‘Save’ a Case 

You can save the case as a draft by pressing ‘Cancel’ then ‘Yes’ on the window asking if you would like to save the                        
case. You can later access this draft through your case list/Inbox, edit it and send it. Delete unnecessary draft cases as                     
they take up extra storage space in your device until they are sent. 

‘Delete’ a Case 

You can delete the case by pressing ‘Cancel’ then ‘Delete’ on the window asking if you would like to save the case.                      
This will delete any media taken/ along with any message in the case.  

Once you choose one of the three options, you are automatically directed back to your list of ‘Cases’.  

A sent case appears on top of your list. You can leave the app now; the case will upload in the background. When the                        
case upload is complete, you will receive a notification that the upload has been successful. 

Editing Case Details 

As a case creator, once a case has been created, you are able to change case details and add/remove recipients. By 
clicking on the three dots on the top right hand side of the case, the user can view case details. You can change 
patient details. Below patient details is the list of priorities and finally, an option to add/remove participants.  
 
Once a case has been edited, there will be a message in the case notifying all recipients. 
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Receiving a case or message 
As a Clinivid user, when you receive a case or message from another user, you will be notified and can access the case                       
or message via the app. (-> Notifications) 

If you have the app installed, you will receive a Clinivid push notification on your mobile stating the priority, the                    
sender and whether it is a new case or a message added to a case. You can access the case or message directly by                        
clicking on the push notification.  

Alternatively, you will see an internal notification badge (red circle with a number for every new case) on the Clinivid                    
app icon. When opening the app, you will be directed to your Inbox. New cases/messages will be indicated with the                    
red circle and a number to indicate the number of new messages in the case. 

If you receive a case whilst you are in the app, you will not receive a push notification, but will see a red circle with a                          
number indicating a new case or message on the inbox icon in the footer of the app.  

If you do not have the app installed, you will be notified via a SMS about                
new cases and new messages added to a case. The message will contain a              
link that brings you to your web account where you can login to read and               
respond to the case or message. 

Responding to a case 
You can respond to new cases or add messages, images, videos, pdf files             
to existing cases in your app. Go to the relevant case on your Inbox, click               
on the case, which will open the case discussion. Enter your message in             

the message field on the bottom and press . Your message will            
appear on the case discussion with your name and a time stamp. If there              
are several people involved in the case discussion, all will be able to see              
the message you have contributed and vice versa. You can also           
contribute a file, image or video by selecting the ‘+’ icon located at the              
bottom left of the chat. 

Archiving a case 
As a case creator, once a case has been created, you are able to archive a 
case. By clicking on the three dots on the top right hand side of the case, 
the user can click the archive. This case will then be stored in the 
respective Electronic Medical Records (EMR) System for long-term 
storage. 

Deleting a case 
For individual Clinivid users, Clinivid stores cases for 30 days after the last             
activity. After this, the cases are no longer accessible to both sender and             
recipients. (-> Data Retention) 

You cannot manually delete a case from your Inbox. 

Notifications 
Clinivid has a system of notifications to alert users and clinicians who were sent a case via the Clinivid.  

When you installed the app, please ensure that you allow Clinivid to send you notifications. Alternatively, go to                  
Settings -> Notifications -> Clinivid and ensure that ‘Allow Notifications’ is active. 

If you have not installed the app, you will receive notification via an SMS.  

You receive notifications alerting you that: 

● You have received a new case or message. 
● The case you sent was uploaded successfully, if you left the app whilst it was still uploading. 
● You have not opened the case that was sent to you. The reminder is timed depending on the case’s priority,                    

the sender has assigned. 
● Your draft is pending to be sent. 

Non-Clinivid users who were sent a case, also receive a SMS notification with an invitation to view the case after they                     
successfully could be verified. Please note that this invitation to view a case expires after being used three times to                    
access the information or 48 hours, whichever is earlier.  
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System notifications / Alerts 
Clinivid has several alerts and system notifications to guide its users. If you have any questions or issues with                   
notifications and alerts, please contact support@clinivid.com.au. 

 

Clinivid WebApp 

 Register an account using the Clinivid WebApp 

You can register a Clinivid account by either going to the Clinivid Homepage (www.clinivid.com) and selecting                
‘WebApp’ on the top right or go straight to https://app.clinivid.com.au/. Select ‘Register’ and follow the steps: 

1.      Confirm you are a registered health practitioner. 

2. Provide your email and select a password with at least 8 characters. These will be your login details. Accept                    
the terms and conditions. Click ‘Next’. 

3. Provide your personal details. Last name, first name and mobile number are mandatory for verification                
purposes. Enter your AHPRA registration number[1]. If you don’t have your AHPRA number available, follow the                
link provided to look it up. 

4.      Finally, click ‘Send’. Your account is now set up. 

  

You will receive a SMS asking you to validate your mobile number. You will also receive a validation email to the email                      
address you used to register. 

Accessing the Clinivid WebApp 
You can register a Clinivid account by either going to the Clinivid Homepage (www.clinivid.com) and selecting                
‘WebApp’ on the top right or go straight to https://app.clinivid.com.au/ and select 'Login'. 

Login 

To login, ensure you are on the WebApp and select the login button at the top right of the page. 

Reset your password 
Option 1 

To reset your password: 

●       open https://app.clinivid.com.au/ 

●       select login 

●       select ‘Forgot Password’.  

  

You will be redirected to the ‘Recover your password’ page and asked to enter your username (email you used for                    
your registration). After verifying that you are not a robot, click ‘Send Reset Link’ and check your email to set up the                      
new password. 

Option 2[KB1]  

Go to https://app.clinivid.com.au/user/forgot-password and follow the instructions. 
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Contacts

 
To send information to other clinicians, their contact must be added to your Clinivid contacts first. 

● Open the Clinivid WebApp. 
● Press the ‘Contacts’ tab on the top left. 
● If you are apart of an enterprise(s), your contacts are filtered into tabs (as seen above) 
● Your Clinivid contacts are ordered alphabetically by last name. 

For enterprise users, the contacts of other authorised contacts in your hospital or practice (enterprise) are                
automatically added to your Clinivid contacts. To access them, click on the ‘contacts’ tab on the top left, and click on                     
the specific enterprise in the tabs below “All Contacts”. To add, edit, and remove contacts from a shared enterprise                   
directory, contact your Enterprise Administrators. The enterprise directory may include other staff members, as well               
as eligible external contacts. 

For personal users, you can add your personal clinical contact to the Clinivid WebApp (-> Adding a contact). Your                   
contact list, by default, displays all your personal contacts. You can search for a specific contact (-> Search Contacts). 

Clinivid users (Connected contacts) 
If a contact is a Clinivid user, you see a green circle next to their name in your contact list. When you add a connected                         
user to your Clinivid contact list, you will also automatically be added to their Clinivid contact list and vice versa. 

Clinivid users with the app installed, will receive push notifications for new cases and messages (-> Notifications). 
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As a Clinivid user, you can send cases to multiple users (-> Send to multiple recipients) and to respond to cases (->                      
Other Contacts). 

Other Contacts (non-Clinivid users) 
You can send information to any eligible clinician (-> Eligibility, -> Send to multiple recipients), whether they are a                   
Clinivid user or not. If they are not Clinivid users, their details appear on your contact list with a grey circle next to                       
their names.  

When you send cases to non-Clinivid users, they receive a notification via a SMS with a unique link. On clicking the                     
link, the recipient is asked to verify themselves before being able to view the case that you sent to them. Non-Clinivid                     
users are not able to respond to you (unless they register a free account). Non-Clinivid contacts cannot send you                   
cases. 

If they register as a user, they will be able to view and respond to past cases (<30 days) and their contact will be                        
replaced automatically as connected user in your Clinivid contacts. 

Please note that the invitation to view a case to a non-Clinivid contact expires after three times being viewed or after                     
48 hours. 

Adding a Contact 

Open the Clinivid WebApp. Press on the ‘Contacts’ tab in the header.  

To add a new contact, click the icon at the top of the screen next to the search toolbar located in your                      
contacts. 

You can add a contact in two ways:  

1. Add a contact with a mobile number 
 

a. Enter your contact’s mobile number. Press ‘Next’ 

 

i. Where the mobile number belongs to an existing Clinivid user, their details are             
displayed and you will be asked to ‘Connect’. 

 

ii. If the person is not a Clinivid user, enter their personal details. The last name is                
mandatory for verification purposes. Press ‘Next’ and the contact appears on your            
contact list. 

 
2. Add a contact with an email address 

 
a. Enter your contact’s email address. Press ‘Add’  

 
i. Where the email address belongs to an existing Clinivid user, their details are displayed              

and you will be asked to ‘Connect’. 
 

ii. If the person is not a Clinivid user, enter their personal details. The last name and first                 
name fields are mandatory for verification purposes. Press ‘Next’ and the contact            
appears on your contact list. 

Edit a contact 
Generally, you cannot edit the details of other Clinivid users (those contacts have the green circle displayed in front of                    
their names). You can view the information they have provided themselves and they can edit their own details. 

For non-Clinivid users, you can edit all their details. In the contact page, locate the relevant contact and click on their                     

name. A window will display with their contact details and an button. Clicking this button will expand                 
contact details, make the changes required and press ‘Save’. 
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Search for a contact 
In your contacts page, you can search for a specific contact within your profile by entering either their first or last                     
name into the search bar at the top of the page. 

Delete a contact 
You can delete any contact from your contact list. In the contact page, locate the relevant contact and click on their                     

name. A window with their contact details will pop up including a button. Clicking this button will                 
remove the contact from your contact list. 

 

Create a group 

You can create a group by clicking the  icon at the top of the contact list. Enter the group name and select 
all the participants. Group functionality makes it easy for case creators to include recipients. Group creation 
functionality may be limited by enterprise restrictions. 
 

Edit a group 
To add a contact into an existing group, go into contacts and select the group. Click on the ‘Add Contacts’ 
button on the top right. This will bring up a list of all your contacts in the specific profile that have not yet 
been included in the group. Select all the desired contacts and press ‘Save’ located at the top right of the 
page. If you wish to cancel your action, press the ‘Back’ button on the top left corner. 
 
To remove a contact from an existing group, go into contacts and select the group. Swipe left on the 
contact you wish to remove, a bin should display, click the bin and confirm that you wish to remove the 
contact. 
 

User Profile 
Your profile lists your account details, except for your password. Please note that your profile information is visible to                   
other connected Clinivid users. 

To access your profile, either click on the drop-down option beside your name and then selecting “My                 
Profile”, or by clicking on your name at the top right corner of the page. In your profile page, you can edit your details                        

by selecting the icon, all fields are editable except for mobile number, email and last name. To change these                    
fields, please contact support@clinivid.com.au. After making necessary edits, press the save button at the bottom of                
the page.  

Viewing and changing your profile(s) 
Everyone has a personal account related to their email address. To view your current role,               

re enter your profile page. Select the icon and choose from a list of profiles available                
and click save. In your personal profile (“practice of…”), you can send messages, add and               
delete contacts in that profile. 

In your enterprise profile, you will be able to send cases to other members in the same                 
enterprise and, depending on enterprise permissions, you may also view and can send to              
external contacts based on the directory provided by your enterprise. 
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Cases 

Sending and responding to cases 
(-> Data Retention) 

Inbox 
When you log into the WebApp, you are directed into your Inbox. Your Inbox lists all your cases, i.e. your                    
communication with other clinicians. On the left-hand column of the page is a list of all cases. These cases are                    
ordered chronologically based on the last activity, starting with the most recent activity on top. 
 
The top line of the case displays the subject of the case, or, where no subject was provided, it states either the                      
patient details or where the patient details were not provided, it states ‘Untitled Case’. 
 
If a case was marked as urgent or high priority, this will appear next to the subject of the case. 
 
Underneath the case subject, the patient’s details are displayed if provided. Please note that some cases may be sent                   
in a de-identified manner, in this case, the patient entry will be “Undisclosed”. 
 
Below the patient details displays the organisation from which the case was sent from.  
 
Underneath the organization is a summary of the reading status of the recipient(s). To view the full reading receipts,                   
click on the case. Here you can track how many users have read your case/message. Underneath displays the doctors                   
that have read the case/message. 
 
In the bottom right corner, the time of the last activity is displayed. To view the exact time stamps of the discussion                      
please select the case. All chat activities are time stamped with day and time (-> Data Retention). 

New cases are marked by a red circle with a number indicating how many unread messages are present in the case. 
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Search for a case 
You can search for a case, using the search field above the case list. You can search by entering various details of the                       
case i.e. case title, patient details, recipients. 

Creating a case 
You can start creating a case by either: 

●       clicking on the relevant contact on your contact list and select  icon; or 

●       pressing the button in the header. 
  
When you create a case from either option, a window will pop up. 

 

1. Select the profile 
2. Select a recipient(s) 
3. Add patient details (optional) 
4. Add a title (optional) 
5. Add a file(s) (optional) 
6. Select a priority- ‘High’/ ‘Urgent’ (optional). Default is ‘Normal’  
7. Add a message 

  

At any point of time, you have three options – ‘Send’, ‘Save’, or ‘Delete’ the case. 

  

1. Select the profile 

The case will be created from the current profile that is active. This means you will only be able to send a case to                        
contacts that are authorised for this profile. If you wish to change your profile, simply click on the ‘change’ and                    
select your preferred profile. Press save or cancel to go back. 

2. Select a recipient(s) 

In the case creation window, you will be asked to include recipient(s). 

You include recipient(s) by typing in their contact name, a drop down list will display as you start typing showing                    
expected results. 
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If you are unable to find the desired recipients, you may want to change your profile by clicking “Sending from”                    
and choosing the correct profile, at the top of the case creation page.  

Case creators can: 

a. Send to one recipient: You can send a case to just one recipient.  
b. Send to Multiple Recipients (Only possible whilst you create a case): You can also send a case to                  

more than one person from your contact list.  
c. Send to yourself: you can initially create a case to send to yourself and later; add recipients                 

once the case has been created 
 

3. Add patient details 

If the patient exists on your linked Electronic Medical Records system (only for enterprise users), you can search                  
the patient and include them into the case. To search, you must enter the patients first name or last name into                     

the search box and click . If the results are greater than 3 patients, then you can click ‘view all’ and further                      
filter your results by either date of birth or MRN number. Selecting the patient will push all details into the cases                     
patient details. Otherwise, you can create a new patient and manually enter all the details. To manually enter                  

patient details, click the icon and fill in the patient details form, none of the fields in this form are                    
mandatory. Alternatively, you can skip this step if you wish to send a case in a de-identified manner, or you can                     
add a non-identifiable reference to differentiate the case without providing patient details. 

Please remember, to add patient details and ensure that you have the patient’s consent to share this                 
information, otherwise skip this step. 

4. Add a title 

You can edit your title by clicking on the “Untitled Case” entry. If you choose not to include a title, the case will                       
be sent either with patient details (if assigned) or as “Untitled Case”. Titles display in the case list and are used to                      
easily identify a case conversation. 

5. Add a file(s) 

You have an option to include a file, image, video by clicking the icon at the bottom of the message box.                      
Clicking on the icon will open up your local drive where you can select your media item(s) or document(s). When                    
you have chosen your file, a preview will pop up with an option to either upload or cancel. You can add multiple                      
files by replicating this step. 

6. Assign a priority 

By default, the priority is set to ‘Normal ’. You can increase the priority to – ‘High’/ ‘Urgent’. To do so, click on                       
the relevant field. 

Please note that different priorities trigger notification protocols appropriate to the priority you have selected. 

● Urgent cases: recipient(s) get multiple reminders in the first two hours after sending the case until                
they read the message. Notifications are delivered as push notifications; SMS notifications; email             
notifications (to Clinivid users only). If after two hours the case remains unread, the sender               
receives a push notification alerting them to take other action. 

● High priority cases: recipient(s) get multiple reminders in the first six hours after sending the case                
until they read the message. Notifications are delivered as push notifications; SMS notifications. 

● Normal: recipient(s) will receive a reminder after 12 and 24 hours. 

 

7. Add a message 

Add a message in the space provided. 

 

‘Send’, ‘Save’, or ‘Delete’ a case 

At any point of time, you have three options – ‘Send’ (located bottom right of the window), ‘Save’ (located top                    
right of the window), or ‘Delete’ (located bottom left of the window) the case. 

‘Send’ a Case 

You can send the case by pressing ‘Send’. You will be asked to confirm that you wish to share patient                    
information with the recipient(s) in the case. 
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‘Save’ a Case 

You can save the case as a draft by pressing ‘Save’ on the top right. You can later access this draft through your                       
case list/Inbox, edit it and send it. Please note that although you can access your drafts from your mobile Clinivid                    
app as well, any files attached to a draft are stored only on the device where the draft was created. 

‘Delete’ a Case 

You can delete the case by pressing the ‘Delete’ button. This will delete the case and any files added to the draft. 

Once you choose one of the three options, you are automatically directed back to your ‘Inbox’. The case appears                   
on top of your list. 

Receiving a case or message 
If you have any unread cases or messages, a notification will display in the header with a red circle and a number                      
indicating how many unread messages there are. 

Responding to a case 
You can respond to cases or add messages to existing cases in your WebApp. Go to the relevant case on your Inbox,                      
click on the case, which will open the case discussion on the right hand side. Enter your message in the message field                      

or attach a file by clicking . 

 

Feedback 
We are here to help you. If you have any questions, please contacts us at: 

Email: support@clinivid.com.au 

Or visit our website at clinivid.com.au, which also includes a resource section with Frequently Asked Questions and a                  
number of templates to download. 

 

 

Thank you for using Clinivid – the safe and convenient way for clinicians to  
connect | communicate | collaborate. 
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